
ON COMMON FIXED POINTS OF
COMMUTING CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS

ON AN INTERVAL

BY

JOHN PHILIP HUNEKE

This paper offers two methods of constructing commuting pairs of continuous

functions (i.e. fig such that/(g(x))=g(/(x))) which map [0, 1] to itself without

common fixed points. Any such pair will be called "a solution to the commuting

function problem".

Part I

Lemma 1. Let (fin\ ne N), (gn \ ne N) be two uniformly convergent sequences of

continuous functions from [0, 1 ] to itself with limits fi g respectively. If fngn + x

—gnfin + ifior each ne N, thenfi, g commute.

Lemma 2. Let h be a piecewise linear nowhere constant function (i.e. the derivative

ofih, denoted Dh, is nowhere zero) defined on 7; and let A<^h(I) be a finite set which

contains the image under h of all points in the interior of I at which Dh does not exist.

Ifr, s are consecutive (with respect to the natural order on R) in « ~ 1(A), then h(r), h(s)

are consecutive in A.

Proposition 1. Let (fn\ ne N), (gn\ne N) be sequences of piecewise linear

functions from [0, 1] to itself such that either \x— f2(x)\ > 1/6 or \x — g2(x)\ > 1/6 for

each x e [0, 1]. Then the limits of the sequences (/„ | « e N), (gn\ ne N) form a

solution to the commuting Junction problem provided that there exists a sequence

(An | « e N) of finite subsets of[0, 1], and for each ne N, the following properties are

valid:

Pl(n):fngn + l=gnfn + i;

P2(h): \Dfn(x)\ ^3 and \Dgn(y)\ 2:3 wherever the derivatives exist;

P3(n): if either Dfn(x) or Dgn(x) does not exist, then xe An;

PA[ri):for each pair of consecutive points r, s of An + X with r<s,

fin([r, s]) = fin + i([r, s])   and   gn([r, s]) = gn + x([r, s]);

P5(nyfñ\An) = An + i=g-\Any, and

P6(n):0,leAn.
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Proof. For any me N+ and for any pair of consecutive points r, s of Am + X, there

exists by P5(n) and by Lemma 2 a pair of consecutive points r', s' of Am (equal to

gm(r), gm(s) respectively) such that i\f„-i(r')-fm-i(s')\ ä \fm(r)-fm(s)\ since:

i-\fim-i(r')-fim-i(s')\ = i-\fm-i(gm(r))-fm-x(gm(s))\

= $-\gm-i(fm(r))-gm-i(fm(s))\       [byPx(m-l)]

1   \fM-f(*\\    \Sm-l(fm(r))-gm-i(fm(s))\
i-\Jmyr)  ;»W|' |/a(r)-/m(i)|

= il/mOO-fim(s)\ ■ 3      [by P5(m), Lemma 2, F3(zzz- 1), and

P2(m-1)]

= \A(r)-fm(s)\.

For every ne N and for every x e [0, 1], there exist two consecutive points r, s of

An + X such that rSxSs (since ,4„ + x is finite and contains 0, 1 by F6(« +1 )), and so it

follows that \fn(x)-fn + x(x)\S\fn(r)-fn(s)\S0/3y by F4(zz), F3(zz), and by

iterated use of the result established in the preceding sentence. Therefore ||/„— fn + i\\

^3~n. Since (/„ | zz e A), (gn\ne N) have symmetric roles, we also have for each

n e N W e — v ,, II < 3 ~ ""c"   II Sn     ñn + l]| = J

Now, (/„ | n e A), (gn | n e N) are uniformly convergent sequences, since for

every pair n, me N with nSm, we have :

Wfn-fmi á2i/,-/t+1| á+23-'-(2-3-ri;
í = n i = n

and similarly ||gn — gj| á(2-3""1)"1. From these inequalities, the limits of the two

sequences of functions have no common fixed point since ||/2 — limn_00/n|| S 1/6

and ¡|g2 —hmn^co gn\\ S 1/6. Also, the limits commute by Lemma 1.

Notation. If/ is a piecewise linear function defined on /, then let B(f) denote

the set of all points in the interior of I at which/has no derivative (i.e. at which Df

does not exist).

Lemma 3. Let f be a piecewise linear function defined on I; let g be a function

defined on I; let h be a linear function with range I; and let 1 be a nonconstant linear

function defined on f(I). Then gh(B(fh)) = g(B(fi)), B(lf) = B(f), and h~1(B(f)) =

B(f(h)).

Definition. For any piecewise linear function/ if there exists an s e R+ such

that | Df(x)\ =s for each x for which Df(x) exists, then/has a derivative of constant

absolute value which we will denote by / has DCAV; also, we will denote s by

slope f.

Notation. If / is an interval with endpoints r, s, then let Frs : / ->• / denote the

linear function defined for each x e I by Trs(x) = r+s-x.

Proposition 2. Let f: [a, a'] -*■ [b, b'] and g: [c, c'] -> [b, b'] be piecewise linear

functions. If {f(a),f(a')} = {b, b'} = {g(c), g(c')} and if fig have DCAV, then there
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exist piecewise linear functions j: [d, d'] -»■ [a, a'] and k : [d, d'\ -> [c, c'\ satsifying

the properties: j(d) = a, j(d') = a'; {k(d), k(d')}={c, c'}; j, k have DCAV; j(B(k))

^B(f), k(B(j))cz B(g); andfj=gk. The following diagram commutes:

^^[c, c']

Proof. First Proposition 2 will be proved under the additional assumption that

f(a) = b=g(c) (and hence :f(a') = b'=g(c')). We proceed by induction on the number

of distinct points in B(f) u B(g). Pick an interval [d, d'].

If B(f) u B(g) is empty, then / and g are linear, so define j, k to be the unique

linear maps on [d, d'\ such that j(d) = a, j(d') = a', k(d) = c, and k(d') = c'. Observe

that fij and gk are linear functions on [d, d'\ such that fj(d) = b=gk(d) and fj(d') =

gk(d'). Therefore fj=gk; also B(j) and B(k) are empty. Soy", k satisfy Proposition 2.

Now let « e A' and assume the induction hypothesis : Proposition 2 is valid

whenever/(a) = è=g(c) and B(f) u B(g) has no more than « elements. Suppose we

are given/ g satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition 2 such that/(a) = z3=g(c) and

B(f) u B(g) has « +1 elements. Since B(f) u B(g) is finite and nonempty, let b"

denote the smallest element of fi(B(f)) u g(B(g)). Since/and g play symmetric

roles, assume without loss of generality that b" ef(B(f)). Let a" denote any point in

B(f) such that f(a") = b". B(f) equals the set of points which are local minimum or

local maximum points for/except for a, a', because/has DVAC ; also, a" is a local

minimum for/since/has a local maximum at the endpoint a' of [a, a']. Now/has

local minima at a and a", so/must have a local maximum between a and a", i.e.

F(/| [„_„«]) is nonempty. Let b'" denote the maximum element of fi(B(fi\[aan)), and let

a" be any element of F(/|[a,a"]) such thatf(a'") = b". Let c" be the minimum element

of [c, c'] such that g(c'") = b'", and let c" be the maximum element of [c, c'"] such that

g(c") = b". Let d" = (2d+d')/3 and let dm = (d+2d')/3. Observe that the induction hy-

pothesis is applicable to each of the three pairs of functions: (i)/|[a.a""i> g\ie,cù

(ü)/Ta"a~,gI[o-.c-j; and (iii)/|[B-,0']. flrc-.c]- Therefore, for (i) there exists ./", k'

defined on [d, d"\, for (ii) there exists/', k" defined on [d", d'"], and for (hi) there

exists/",Id" defined on [dm,d'] satisfying Proposition 2 (as stated for f,g,j,k

respectively). See Figure 1.

Now define the two points d*, d** :

d* = d+((p-d). (sl°Pe/)

d** = d+(d'-d)

(slope/ + slope/' + slope/")'

(slope/ + slope/')

(slope/ + slope/' + slope/")
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•ra

Kd+2d') = d"i

Figure 1. Induction step in the proof of Proposition 2.

Let S" be the linear function defined from [d, d*] onto [d, d"] such that S'(d) = d,

let S" be the linear function defined from [d*, d**] onto [d", dm] such that S"(d*)

= d", and let 5" be the linear function defined from [d**, d'] onto [cT, d'] such that

Sm(d') = d'. Let j=j'S' u Ta~a~j"S" UfS" (considering a function to be a set of

ordered pairs), and let k = k'S' u k"S" u kmSm. By checking the points d*, d**, it

can be seen that/ A: are welldefined functions (\.e.j(d*) = d",j(d**) = a", k(d*) = cm,

and k(d**) = c"). It is clear that/ A: are piecewise linear functions. Also/ A: have

DCAV with

slope y'=^(slope/ + slope/' + slope/") and slope k=Kslopek' + slopek" + slope k").

Observe that j(d) = a, j(d') = a', k(d) = c, and k(d') = c'. We also have:

j(B(k)) c u(d*)j(d**)} yjj(B(k'S')) yjj(B(k"S")) w(/i(rs"'))

= {a", a1"} yjj'S'(B(k'S')) u Ta..a~j"S"(B(k"S")) ^J f S"(B(k"'S'"))

= {a", a"} yjf(B(k')) u Ta..a.„j"(B(k")) yjf(B(km))    [by Lemma 3]

c {a", a"} u A(/|[o.a"0 yj B(fTa.a.Ta.tt~-i) u F(/|[0»,0,)

= 5(/).

Therefore, j(B(k))<=B(f). Now, since _/ has DCAV, xe B(j) only if x is either a
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local maximum or a local minimum of/ Neither d* nor d** is a local maximum

or a local minimum of/ so neither is in B(j). So:

k(B(j)) = k(B(j'S')) u k(B(Ta„a,j"S")) u k(B(fSm))

= k'S'(B(j'S')) u k"S"(B(Ta.,a,,j"S")) u kmSm(B(fSm))

= k'(B(j')) u k"(B(j")) u zc"(F(7"))       [by Lemma 3]

C  *(S|[c.c«l) U S(^|[c».c-]) U ¿folle-.«-])

c 5(g).

Therefore, k(B(j))cß(g). It is clear that/'=gA:. Hence,/ A; satisfy Proposition 2.

By induction, Proposition 2 has been proved provided f(a)=b=g(c).

Now assume that/ g satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 2.

Case 1. If/(a) = z3=g(c), then/ & exist satisfying Proposition 2 as defined above.

Case 2. If f(a) = b=g(c'), then apply Case 1 to/ gFcc. to get two functions

j, k; now/ Fcc-A: satisfy Proposition 2.

Case 3. If/(a) = zV=g(c'), then apply Case 1 to fTaa., g to get two functions

j, k; now Taa<jTad-, kTdd. satisfy Proposition 2.

Case 4. If/(a)=Z?'=g(c), then apply Case 1 to/Faa-, gFcc- to get two functions

/ k; now TaafTdd., Tcc.kTdd. satisfy Proposition 2.

This completes the proof of Proposition 2.

Lemma 4. Fei the two functions h, k map [a, a'] onto [b, b'] and let h be linear and

k be piecewise linear, lfik has DCA V, then slope « á slope k.

The Construction. We are now ready to construct (using Proposition 2)

sequences (fn\ ne N), (gn\ ne N), (An \ne N) which satisfy the conditions of

Proposition 1. Specifically we desire two sequences (fn\ ne N), (gn \ ne N) of

piecewise linear functions mapping [0, 1 ] into itself such that for every x e [0, 1 ]

either \x—fi2(x)\ >% or |x—g2(x)\ >%, and a sequence (An \ ne N) of finite subsets

of [0, 1] such that 0, 1 e A0, and such that the following properties are satisfied for

every ne N:

Pi(n): for i= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 as in Proposition 1 ;

-fMzz):/nU,1+1=/n + lUn + I an<Í gn\An + 1:=gn + l\An + 1',

P3(n):fn(B(gn))xjgn(B(fn))^An;

P9(n):An^An + x; and,

F10(zz): for all r', s' consecutive in An such that r' <s',

/„It,.,,.] and gn\[r.sl each have DCAV.

Now define ̂ 0 = {0, 1}, Ax={0, 1/3, 2/3, 1}, and

A2 = {0, 1/9, 2/9, 1/3, 6/15, 7/15, 8/15, 9/15, 2/3, 7/9, 8/9, 1}.

Also, define/o, g0,fi, gi,fi2, and g2 at each x e [0, 1] as follows:

if 0 á x < 1 /3, let/o(x) = 3x, and let g0(x) = 1 - 3x;

if 1/3 á*<2/3, let/0(x) = 2- 3x, and let g0(x) = 3x-1 ;
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if 2/3 S x S 1, let fQ(x) = 3x - 2, and let g0(x) = 3 - 3x ;

if 0£x< 1/3 or 2/3^x^1, letfx(x)=f0(x), and let gx(x)=g0(x);

if 1/3^ x < 6/15, let/!(*) = (8/3)-5x;

if 6/15Sk7/15, letfx(x) = 5x-(4/3);

if7/15^x<2/3, let A(x) = (10/3)-5x;

if 1 /3 ̂  x < 8/15, let gx(x) = 5x- (5/3) ;

if 8/15áx<9/15, let ̂ (x)=(ll/3)-5x;
if 9/15¿x<2/3, letg1(x) = 5x-(7/3);

if 0gx<6/15 or 7/15^x^1, letf2(x)=fx(x);

if 6/15áJc<31/75, let/2(x) = (25/3)x-(8/3);

if 31 /75 S x < 32/75, let f2(x) = (38/9) - (25/3)x ;

if 32/75 S x < 7/15, let f2(x) = (25/3)x - (26/9) ;

if0áx<8/15or 9/15gx^l, let g2(x)=gx(x);

if8/15gx<41/75, let g2(x) = (49/9)-(25/3)x;

if 41/75 Sx<42/75, let g2(x) = (25/3)x-(11/3); and

if 42/75 ̂  x < 9/15, let g2(x) = ( 17/3) - (25/3)x.

Observe that/, g¡, .4 ¡for z'=0, 1, 2 have been defined satisfying the desired prop-

erties. By Figure 2 for each xe [0, 1], \x—fi2(x)\ > 1/6 or |x—g2(x)| > 1/6. Also,

the properties Px(i-1), P2(i), P3(i-1), F4(z-1), P5(i-1), F7(z-1), F8(z), P9(i-1),

and F10(z) are satisfied for z'= 1, 2.

Proceed to define (fn\ ne N), (gn\ ne N), and (An \ ne N) by induction; let

« e A, zzï:2, and assume that/, g¡, and At (for z'=0, 1, 2,..., «) have been defined

satisfying the desired properties, especially: Fi(z — 1), P2(i), F3(z—1), PAi— 1),

F5(z'-1), F7(z'-1), Pe(i), P9(i-l), and F10(z) for z'=l, 2,..., zz. Define An + X

=/n" H^n)- Notice that

^n + l  =/»-1(^l»)  =/n-1gn-1l(^n-l)  = gn V.-1^. -1)  = g^(An),

so F5(zz) is satisfied. For each xe[0, 1] define /„ + x(x) and gn + x(x) in the following

manner. There exist two consecutive points d, d' of An + X such that dSxSd'

(since An + X is finite and contains 0, 1). We can set {a, a'}={gn(d), gn(d')}, {b, b'}

={fn-ign(d),fn-ign(d% and {c,c'} = {fi(d),fin(d')} such that a<d, b<b', and

c<c' by Lemma 2. Now observe that /n|[„,„'», gn|[c,c] satisfy the hypothesis of

Proposition 2 for/ g respectively; so let/ A be defined by Proposition 2,j mapping

[d, d'] onto [a, a'] and A mapping [d, d'] onto [c, c']. If gn(d) = a, then define

/n + 1(x) = A(x), and gn + i(x)=j(x); if gn(d) = a', then define fin + ».(x) = AFdd.(x), and

gn + i(x)=jTdd'(x). In the above procedure, for a fixed xe [0, 1], the points d, d'

(defined to be consecutive points in An + X such that dSxSd') are not necessarily

unique. However,/, + 1 and gn + x are well defined functions since gn + i\An+1=gn\An + 1

by definition, and hence/, + i\An + 1=/„U„ + r ThereforeP7(n) is satisfied. Fj(zz) is satis-

fied since for each x in [0, 1 ] there exist d, d' consecutive in An + X such that dSxSd'

and either /„g„ + 1(x)=/njFdd-(x) = gnAFiiii,(^) = gn/n + 1(x), or /,g„ + i(x)=/,/(x) =

gnk(x)=gnfn + x(x) where/ A are defined by Proposition 2 as above; hence/ngn+1
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MA
SÁx)

Figure 2. The graphs of/2, go. and the diagonal;F or#2 lies between the dotted lines wherever

\x-Mx)\ g| or \x-g2(x)\ ái respectively.

=gnfn +1- F3(«) is satisfied by F5(«) and F8(«). PAn) is satisfied by F3(«) and Proposi-

tion 2. F10(«+1) is satisfied by Proposition 2. P2(n+1) is satisfied by F2(«), P3(n),

Ti(n), Pi0(n + l), and Lemma 4. F8(«) is satisfied by F5(«-1), F7(«-1), F9(«-1),

and F5(«). P8(n+l) is satisfied by Proposition 2, Lemma 3, F5(«), F9(«), and F3(«).

Therefore/, gu and ^¡ (for z'=0, 1, 2,..., «, « +1) have been defined satisfying the

desired properties, especially: Px(i-1), P2(i), P3(i- I), PAj-1), P5(i- 1), P7(i-1),

Pe(i), Pe(i- I), and P10(z) for z= 1, 2,...,«,«+1.

Therefore, the sequences (fn\ne N), (gn\ ne N), and (An\ ne N) have been

defined by induction satisfying Proposition 1. So lim^a,/,! and lim,,^ gn form a

solution to the commuting function problem.

Remark. Simultaneous to and independent of the author's preceding work(1),

W. M. Boyce [1], [2] constructed essentially the same solution to the commuting

f1) Compare [1] and [3].
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function problem defined above.  These functions are nowhere Lipschitzian ;

smoother solutions are described in Part II below.

Part II

Notation. For any real valued mapping « defined on a subset of the reals, let

«* denote the map: «*(x) = 1 —«(1 —x) for each x for which zz(l —x) is defined; also,

« will be called s-Lipschitzian provided j is a real number and for each x, y in the

domain of«, \h(x) — h(y)\ ^s- \x—y\. Now pick any b in [0, J], and define

3-2¿ + (6-4¿>)1/2
5~ 1-26

Define the three linear functions:

hx: [b,(l-b + sb)/s]^[b, 1] by hx(x)=sx-sb + b;

h2: [(l-b+sb)/s, (2-b+sb)/s]^[0, 1] by h2(x) = 2-sx+sb-b;

h3: [(2-b + sb)/s, (3-2b+sb)/s] -> [0, 1 -b] by h3(x)= -2+sx-sb+b.

And define the piecewise linear function h: [b, (3-2b+sb)/s]~* [0, 1] by h = hx

u «2 u «3. Let Cb denote all continuous functions from [0, b] to [0, b] which have

b as a fixed point.

Definition. For each g in Cb let g denote the unique extension of g defined by:

1. g(x)=g(x) whenever 0 ^ x á b ;

2. g(x) = h(x) whenever b S x á h3 1(l — b) ;

3. g(x)=«* - ^(«*(x)) whenever «3~ \l - b) ̂  x ^ «f - \h2 \0)) ;

4. g(x)=hi - * g(h*(x)) whenever «f " \h2 \0)) ^ x ̂  1 - b ; and

5. f(x) = the fixed point of/z* whenever 1— é^x^l.

See Figure 3.

Remark. That the preceding definition is consistent can be checked by direct

mechanical methods, or (as suggested by Felix Albrecht) by a Zorn's Lemma

argument. The following sketch of a proof that g is uniquely defined above for any

j-Lipschitzian g in Cb was suggested by David Boyd.

Proof. Let g be an s-Lipschitzian function in Cb, and let F denote the set of

i-Lipschitzian functions from [0, 1 ] to itself which satisfy properties 1, 2, and 5 for g

in the Definition. Now define the mapping F from F to F: for any/in F, let

T(f)(x) =f(x) whenever 0 ̂  x ^ h3 x(l - b) or whenever 1 - b g x S I ;

T(f)(x) = hi - V(h*(x)) whenever h3 \l - b) í x £ «£ " \h2 \0)) ;

T(f)(x)=«f-V(h*(x)) whenever «f "x(h2 \0))^x^l-b.

To see that T(f) is in F, observe that T(f) is s-Lipschitzian by a system of inequali-

ties using the facts that «f_1 and «f_1 are linear and l/s-Lipschitzian, «f _1(0)

=h$~1(0), h* is s-Lipschitzian,  and the fixed  points of «*  are  «3"1(1— b),

(s-l)(l-b)/(s+l), and l-b.

L is clearly a complete metric space with respect to the supremum norm metric,

and F is a contraction of this metric space with constant l/s (since «f "1 and h% "1
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0     b

Figure 3. Graphs of h¡, hf (/'= 1, 2, 3) with 6 = 3/50 and s = 6. The solid line is the graph of A;

the dashed line is the graph of h*. The dotted regions contain the graphs of g and g* for any

g in Cb.

are 1/s-Lipschitzian). Hence there is a unique function g in L such that T(g) = g, and

this function satisfies the definition of g.

Lemma 5. For any fi g in Cb and any x in fi, 1],

(1) f*(x) = x implies g(x)^=x, and

(2)/*(g(x)) = g(/*(x)).

Proof of (1). As a comment to clarify notation, /*(x) = (/)*(x). Observe that

the domain of definition of h* is [/z* ~1(b), 1 —b], and

z.*   uu\      -3 + 2¿z + s-se      .    , , (l-2¿z)(2¿z-3)      1
**    (b) =-S- - l-b+3-2b + 6-4b < 2'

since 0Sb<^. So on [\, 1], the fixed points of/* are either in [1 —b, 1] or are the

fixed points of h*. By definition of g on [1 — b, 1], g(x) equals the fixed point of zz*

which equals (1 -b)(s- 1)/(1 +s)< 1 -bSx for each xe[l-è, 1]. Therefore g
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and/* have no common fixed point in [1 — b, 1]. The only fixed points of h* are the

fixed points of hf for z'= 1, 2, 3. The fixed point of A* is l—b, which (as has just

been seen) is not a fixed point of g. Denote the fixed point of A* by x2 ;

x, . IL« « t-l+,^-^-2, , w_1(„il(0))i

and so

Kx^e/zf-HtO, 1]) = [(s-l+A-sA)/s,(s + A-sA)/s].

However,
_ (l-FQ(s-l)      s-l+A-sA        .   ,

x2-        l+s       < s =g(x2),

so x2, the fixed point of A*, is not a fixed point for g. Let x3 denote the fixed point

ofA3*;

3—s+sb — b     3 — 2b+sb      ,   ...    ..
x3 =        x_s       =- = h9\\-b).

Therefore g(x3)=g(A3_1(l— A)) = l -è>x3. Therefore/* and g have no common

fixed point in [\, 1].

Proof of (2). For each x e [1 -b, l],/*(g(x))=/*(x2) = A2*(x2) = x2, and g(/*(x))

=g(l-/(l-x))=g(l-/(l-x))=x2 since /(1-x) e [0, b]. Therefore /*(g(x))

=gXf*(x)) for each x e [1 -b, 1]. For each x e [Af - \h2 \0)), 1 -¿z],

f*(g(x)) =f*(hrig(h*(x))) = A2*A2*"1gA*(x) = g/*(x);

hence,/*(g(x))=g(/*(x)). For each x g [A^O -6), AT^XO))],

/*(&*)) =/*(Af-1g(A*(x))) = A1*A1*-1g(A*(x)) = g(/*(x));

hence/*(g(x))=g(/*(x)). Now A3 1(1 —b) is the fixed point of A* (as has been seen

above), so

hUihi-^blh^d-b)]) = [b,h^(l-b)]

which equals the domain of definition of A; also A*-1(l —b) is the fixed point of A3,

so

h&hS-KblhïKi-b)]) = [kf-Hfol-b]

which equals the domain of definition of A*. Observe that the two piecewise linear

functions

h*(h\:h*-\bhh-i(X-m),       (A*(A|[h*-i(W,„3-i(1_!))]))*

are each the union of three linear functions and map the points A*_1(A),

AíH**""^!)). feKh*'1^)), h¿\l-b) to b, 1,0, 1-b respectively; hence the two

functions coincide. Therefore for each xe [-J-, hâ^l—b)], x e [AJ_1(A), A3_1(l — b)],

so

fi*(g(x)) =f*(h3(x)) = h*h(x) = (A*A)*(x) = l-A*(A(l-x))

= A(l-A(l-x)) = h(h*(x)) = g(A3*(x)) = g(/*(x)).

Therefore/* and g commute on [^, 1] and have no common fixed point in [■£, 1].
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Proposition 3. For any fi, g in Cb, fi and g* form a solution to the commuting

function problem.

Proof. Let/ g be in Cb. Then by Lemma 5,/and g* commute without common

fixed point on [|, 1]; also/* and g commute without common fixed point on [\, 1].

Therefore/** and £* commute without common fixed point on [0, $]. But/**=/

so /and g* form a solution to the commuting function problem.

Corollary. Iff, g are in Cb, then :

(1) / g* form a solution to the commuting function problem;

(2) fi g* are s-Lipschitzian if and only iff, g are s-Lipschitzian;

(3) fi g* are linear on each component of a dense open subset ofi[0, 1] if and only if

f, g are linear on each component of a dense open subset of[0, b]; and

(4) fi g* are differentiable almost everywhere if and only iff, g are differentiable

almost everywhere.
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